
 

                            
 

 

House Democrats waited for the numbers compiled by the Congressional Budget 
Office and they were satisfied with the final report.  The “Build Back Better” Act is 
projected to spend $2.43 trillion over the next decade (2022-2031), offset by $2.27 
trillion of new taxes, producing an estimated deficit increase of $160 billion.  Being 
“only” $160 billion short prompted Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen to declare that 
the bill “is fully paid for.”  Only in Washington is $160 billion shortfall mathematically 
considered to be the same as no deficit at all, reducing the $160 billion to a mere 
“rounding error” (source: CBO).    
 
President Joe Biden is expected this week to nominate Jerome Powell for a 2nd term 
as chair of the Federal Reserve or tap Lael Brainard to the top spot.  Powell, on the 
job since 2/05/18, has overseen the nation’s central bank during the pandemic, 
coordinating a series of stimulus programs that kept money flowing throughout our 
economy.  During his nearly 4-years as Fed chair, the S&P 500 has gone from 2649 to 
4698, an annualized return of +17.1% (total return) (source: BTN Research).    
 
Whoever is running the Fed next year, his/her biggest challenge will be when to start 
raising interest rates.  Wait too long to begin raising rates, and the Fed risks letting 
the economy overheat, forcing them to play catch-up with its rate hikes.  Start the 
rate hikes too soon, and the Fed risks stalling our recovering economy (source: BTN 
Research).   
 
Notable Numbers for the Week: 
 
1. WHEN THE FED LAST RAISED RATES - Between 12/14/16 and 12/19/18, the Fed 

raised short-term interest rates 8 times (0.25 percentage points each time).  
Between 12/14/16 and 12/19/18, the S&P 500 increased +15.8% (total return) in 
aggregate over the 2-years (source: BTN Research).       

 
2. NEW TAXES IN THE BILL - HR # 5376, aka “The Build Back Better Act,” is 

estimated to raise taxes on the top 1% of US taxpayers and lower taxes on the 
other 99% of taxpayers.  The top 1% of taxpayers, approximately 1.4 million tax 
returns, would see an average annual federal tax increase of $54,360 (source: 
Tax Policy Center). 

 
3. AT LEAST A FEW DAYS AT HOME - 25% of 2,050 full-time workers surveyed in 

September 2021 say they would quit their job if their employer completely 
eliminated the “work-from-home” option in a post-pandemic world (source: 
2021 State of Remote Work). 

 



  

 

4. THAT’S NOT NORMAL - The average home in the United States has appreciated 
+23.4% in the 17 months from 3/31/20 (as the pandemic was beginning) to 
8/31/21.  For the 8 “Mountain” states tracked (Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, 
Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Arizona and New Mexico), the average price increase 
over the 17 months has been +30.9% (source: Federal Housing Finance Agency).   
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Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results. Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and 
there can be no assurance that the future performance of any specific investment, investment strategy, or product (including the investments and/or 
investment strategies recommended or undertaken by Private Capital Group, LLC (“PCG”), or any non-investment related content, made reference 
to directly or indirectly in this communication will be profitable, equal any corresponding indicated historical performance level(s), be suitable for 
your portfolio or individual situation, or prove successful. Due to various factors, including changing market conditions and/or applicable laws, the 
content may no longer be reflective of current opinions or positions. Information contained in this communication is based on data gathered from 
what we believe are reliable sources. It is not guaranteed by PCG as to accuracy, does not purport to be complete, and is not intended to be used as 
a primary basis for investment decisions. Further, you should not assume that any discussion or information contained in this communication serves 
as the receipt of, or as a substitute for, personalized investment advice from PCG. To the extent discussed herein, investment indices are unmanaged 
and cannot be purchased directly. Historical performance results for investment indexes and/or categories are included for informational purposes 
only and generally do not reflect the deduction of transaction and/or custodial charges or the deduction of an investment-management fee, the 
incurrence of which would have the effect of decreasing historical performance results. The S&P 500 is an unmanaged index of 500 widely held stocks 
that is generally considered representative of the US stock market. To the extent that a reader has any questions regarding the applicability of any 
specific issue discussed above to his/her individual situation, he/she is encouraged to consult with the professional advisor of his/her choosing.  PCG 
is neither a law firm nor a certified public accounting firm and no portion of the communication should be construed as legal or accounting advice.  A 
copy of the PCG’s current written disclosure Brochure discussing our advisory services and fees is available upon request. 
  
Please Note:  If you are a PCG client, please remember to contact PCG, in writing, if there are any changes in your personal/financial situation or 
investment objectives for the purpose of reviewing/evaluating/revising our previous recommendations and/or services, or if you would like to impose, 
add, or to modify any reasonable restrictions to our investment advisory services.  PCG shall continue to rely on the accuracy of information that you 
have provided. 
  
Disclosure from our Author:  
Investment advisory services offered through PCG, a registered investment advisor. This e-mail may include forward-looking statements that are 
subject to certain risks and uncertainties. Actual results, performance, or achievements may differ materially from those expressed or implied. The 
above communication is written by Michael A. Higley.  Any comments, opinions or facts listed are those of Mr. Higley.   
  
If you do not want to receive further editions of this weekly newsletter, please contact Private Capital Group at 860.561.1162, or e-mail: 
privatecapitalgroup@pcgct.com, or write to us at Private Capital Group, LLC, 29 S. Main Street, West Hartford, CT 06107. 
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